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Late Ming dynasty is an era of social change. Dramatic change in the social 
various aspects of the background, the folk tourism development to a new peak, mass 
tourism become more common in many places. At this period of Fujian, with its rich 
temple landscape and unique secular religion culture, attracted all social strata to 
come to travel, so the religious tourism gradually became the Fujian’s traveling boom 
in the late Ming dynasty. 
The flourish of Fujian’s religious tourism in late Ming dynasty mainly benefits 
from the interaction relationship between religion and tourism and the secularization 
of Fujian’s Buddhism and Taoism. Fujian was one of the areas of spreading 
Buddhism and Taoism in the early years, the relationship between religion and 
tourism begun to emerge in the early period, that te main performance was the depth 
development of Buddhism and Taoism producing many ancient Buddhist temples and 
Taoist temple in the Fujian. These rich and unique tourism resources of religion 
became the important reason for the flourish of Fujian’s religious tourism in late Ming 
dynasty. At the same time, along with the secularization of Fujian’s Buddhism and 
Taoism, the folk tourism that the main contents were f stival party, meeting god party 
and The palace temple praying was becoming thriving, the religious tourism presented 
a secular and popular trend. In addition, according to the different social class 
participating the Fujian’s religious tourism in late Ming dynasty, it can be divided into  
the literati class religious tourism and the general public religious tourism. Because of 
the influence of each element of religious tourism, the two types presented different 
characteristics: the literati class participating i the religious tourism was in order to 
access to knowledge , ease the boredom or as a kind of important social intercourse 
ways and methods, whose tourism activities fully showed their unique literary talent, 
aesthetic consciousness and life feelings; The public class participating in the 
religious tourism was in order to bless ridding disaster, which has the characteristics 
of mass, practicability and fixed time. 















had both economic and cultural value. On the one hand, In the period of late Ming 
dynasty of rapid development of commodity economy, the concepts and ways of 
paying for service had becoming more popular, the money concept went deep into  
the tourist activities of each link, which prompted the development of commodity 
economy; On the other hand, the process of the literati class religious tourism was a 
cultural practice experience, their excellent travel notes that different from previous 
works were produced by the literati class religious tourism, which not only enrich the 
cultural connotation of landscape, but also promoted the development of the tourism 
culture. 
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